
FOUR-BALL STROKE PLAY DESCRIPTION     

This is a FOUR BALL STROKE PLAY COMPETITION governed by the 2019 Golf Canada 

Rules of Golf and where applicable, by the tournament Conditions of Competition and Local 

Rules.  A qualification round, if necessary, must be played on the same day, time and condition. 
Handicap must span 8 or less between partners at the time of qualification. Partners’ handicaps 

will be adjusted on the day of competition if the span is greater than 8.    

On your OFFICIAL tournament scorecard only mark the gross score of each player. The 

computer software will calculate the better gross score and the better net score from the two gross 

scores. If you cannot help your partner, please pick up to expedite play, and mark an X plus the 

most likely score or maximum allowable score which is lower, e.g. X7 on your scorecard.  One 

player from each team must putt out on each hole. If one player fails to complete the hole, there 

is no penalty.    

A second personal scorecard should be marked according to current handicap at the course being 

played to determine where strokes are appropriate.  Using the handicap you receive at 

registration, you may place handicap strokes using dots on your personal scorecard to indicate 

where you receive your team strokes.  Exchange official scorecards with your fellow competitors,  

but keep your own score on your personal scorecard.    

Please be reminded that this game should be entered in the Golf Canada Handicap System as a 

tournament (T) score and even though you pick up, your score is valid.   

Refer to Rule 23 Four-Ball Stroke Play in the Rules of Golf, for more information. Prizes will be 

awarded to one third of the field in proportion to category entered. For example if 10 Gross 

entries are received and 20 Net, prizes will be awarded in a 1:2 Gross:Net ratio. All teams are 

eligible in the Gross or Net category regardless of qualifying category.   
SAMPLE SCORE CARD below:    



      


